Lithium-associated anterior cingulate neurometabolic profile in euthymic Bipolar I disorder: A 1H-MRS study.
In the treatment of Bipolar disorder (BD), achieving euthymia is highly complex and usually requires a combination of mood stabilizers. The mechanism of action in stabilizing mood has not been fully elucidated, but alterations in N-Acetylaspartate (NAA), Myo-Inositol (mI) and Choline (Cho) have been implicated. Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) is the gold standard technique for measuring brain NAA, Cho and mI in vivo. The objective of this study was to investigate the association of lithium use in BD type I and brain levels of NAA, mI and Cho in the (anterior cingulate cortex) ACC. 129 BD type I subjects and 79 healthy controls (HC) were submitted to a 3-Tesla brain magnetic resonance imaging scan (1H-MRS) using a PRESS ACC single voxel (8cm3) sequence. BD patients exhibited higher NAA and Cho levels compared to HC. Lithium prescription was associated with lower mI (combination + monotherapy) and higher NAA levels (monotherapy). The results observed add to the knowledge about the mechanisms of action of mood stabilizers on brain metabolites during euthymia. Additionally, the observed decrease in mI levels associated with lithium monotherapy is an in vivo finding that supports the inositol-depletion hypothesis of lithium pharmacodynamics.